
Built to last. Meet all your immersion-type hydronic controller 
needs for years to come with the Resideo L8124A/C and L8148A 
Aquastat® relays. For high-limit, low-limit and circulator control 
that maintains boiler temperatures efficiently and effectively, the 
reliable L8124A/C and L8148A relays have you covered without the 
need to stock dozens of models.
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Both the L8124A/C and L8148A Aquastat relays are built and 
packaged to help ease stocking and service situations. With 
compatibility for nearly every situation, standard wiring and 
handy cross-reference information, replacement of Resideo 
and competitive models is a snap. Like all Resideo Aquastats, 
these models feature a heat-conductive compound for better 
bulb response in oversized wells.

L8124A/C
Use the Resideo L8124A/C Aquastat Relay with forced hydronic 
heating systems that include domestic hot water service. 
The L8124A/C mounts directly on the boiler — vertically or 
horizontally — and provides high-limit, low-limit and circulator 
control. A diaphragm powerhead responds to changes in the 
boiler water to maintain the proper temperature.

L8148A
The L8148A Aquastat Relay combines high-limit protection 
with switching relay control of burner and circulator motors. 
The highlimit dial stop is factory-set at the end of the high-limit 
scale and can be easily adjusted to meet your application. The 
L8148A includes a transformer to provide power for the low-
voltage control circuit, and can be mounted both vertically and 
horizontally.

Reduce Your Inventory 
With Resideo L8124A/C and L8148A Aquastat relays, you’re 
ready for just about any immersion-type hydronic situation. 
Whether you’re working on a new installation or modernizing 
a boiler with a replacement, count on Resideo L8124A/C and 
L8148A relays to have you covered.


